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As the horizontal grid size in atmospheric models is reduced the 

assumptions made in connection with vertical column physics

becomes more and more incorrect



OutlineOutline of of presentationpresentation

�� Simple Simple computationcomputation examplesexamples illustratingillustrating the the basicbasic problems problems 

associatedassociated withwith radiation radiation processesprocesses in column in column physicsphysics for a for a 

cloudycloudy atmosphereatmosphere..

SensitivitySensitivity of solarof solar-- and and thermalthermal radiation to column radiation to column physicsphysics

computationscomputations

�� SatelliteSatellite picturespictures

ShadowsShadows from from cloudsclouds areare oftenoften visible in visible in satellitesatellite

picturespictures: : examplesexamples areare shownshown



�� PastPast and and ongoingongoing modellingmodelling studies studies investigatinginvestigating

effectseffects ofof 33--dimensional dimensional cloudcloud/radiation /radiation interactioninteraction. . 

�� ConcludingConcluding remarksremarks



Test Test examplesexamples for solar radiationfor solar radiation

2 km

Example 1a:
Solar zenith angle= 30 deg

Observational facts: Solar constant ~1370 W/m2

Actual situation: Direct sunshine reaches the 

ground without penetrating the deep convective cloud. 

However: in Column physics only a small fraction of

solar radiation will reach the ground due to a high

cloud albedo.

Solar radiation F at the ground:

A) Column physics: F~1370*cos (30)*0.10 =119 W/m2

B) ’Slant’ column:    F~1370*cos (30)*0.75 =890 W/m2

Difference = 890 – 119 W/m2 = 771 W/m2

Convective cloud column



Test Test examplesexamples for solar radiationfor solar radiation

2 km

Convective cloud column

Example 1b: As the deep convective clouds are expanded to a larger area

the domain area average influx to the ground is much in error for  the case of vertical column 

physics

Column physics:           F( column mean ) = (4*890 +1*119)*0.20 = 736 W/m2

Realistic computation:  F (area mean)       =  (4*119 +1*890)*0.20 =273 W/m2

Difference                                                     = 463 W/m2



Shadow for deep convective clouds

Extending to 17.6 km  at a solar height of

10 deg. = 100 km !

Length of shadow = 100 km

Example 2:

How long can the shadows from clouds be ?

17,6 km
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Example 3: order of magnitude computation for thermal radiation

Assumptions for  ’worst case’ type of computations of net 

radiation at the ground giving siginicant differences between

column physics and more realistic computations where the 

actual sky view (cloud free cone) is taken into account, 

integrating radiance over the half sphere above the ground –

cloud layers of big horizontal extent outside the vertical

column  (cylinder) !

surface

cloud



AssumptionsAssumptions for for simplifiedsimplified LW LW computationscomputations::

� Surface:  black body (absorbing all incoming radiation)

� Isothermal atmosphere with temperature = 288 K

� Only the effect of boundary layer clouds between 1000m and 
2000m is considered. The rest of the atmosphere is cloud free

� Radiation from clear sky atmosphere towards the ground is ~75 
percent of the black body radiation

� Radiation from clouds to the ground is exchanged through
’atmospheric window’ by 25 percent of the black body radiation 
at the atmospheric temperature. 



ResultsResults for for thermalthermal radiationradiation

Maximum error occurs when the 

grid size goes to very small values

considering cloud free column while

in reality the surroundings are covered

by a large cloud sheet radiating like

a black body towards the ground.

The figure shows the percentage of

the maximum error (~98 W/m2) 

as a function of grid size

arising from executing column

physics under the specified conditions



SatelliteSatellite evidenceevidence for for significantsignificant

shadowshadow effectseffects from from cloudsclouds..

ThisThis effecteffect is is clearlyclearly nonnon--negligiblenegligible whenwhen computingcomputing

solar radiation at the solar radiation at the groundground in in highhigh resolution resolution 

models models 





CloudsClouds over Spain  22 marts 2009  over Spain  22 marts 2009  latelate in the in the afternoonafternoon



Early morning

in tropical

summer at

Madagaskar

8 January 2008

0300 UTC 

(~ 6.00 local time )

Note the long 

convective band 

between

Madagaskar  and

Mozambique 

with shadows of 

order 100 km long



RadiativeRadiative heatingheating ofof thethe atmosphereatmosphere due to due to 

cloudcloud geometrygeometry effectseffects ::

Summary:Summary:

DeepDeep cumuluscumulus cloudcloud fieldsfields : : VeryVery substantialsubstantial effectseffects

e.ge.g. . QiangQiang FuFu et al. , (2000)et al. , (2000)

ShallowShallow cumuluscumulus cloudcloud fieldsfields: : SignificantSignificant effectseffects in in somesome casescases

e.ge.g.. QiangQiang FuFu et al. (2000) , et al. (2000) , GuanGuan et al. (1997)et al. (1997)

Stratocumulus Stratocumulus cloudcloud fieldsfields: : SomeSome effectseffects at at cloudcloud tops, tops, otherwiseotherwise smallsmall

e.ge.g. . MechemMechem et al. (2002),   et al. (2002),   GuanGuan et al. (1995)et al. (1995)



ModellingModelling studies studies ofof 3D radiation  3D radiation  impactsimpacts onon cloudsclouds

CumulusCumulus cloudcloud

solar absorbtion

at the sides of the cloud

Raditive

longwave

cooling at the

sides of the

cloud

cloud

dynamics

Guan et al. (1997) document 3D-radiation effect caused by longwave

cooling at the sides of the cloud leading to increased downdrafts



3D 3D cloudcloud geometrygeometry effectseffects onon surfacesurface solar radiationsolar radiation

WaplerWapler and and MayerMayer, 2008 ( a, b)  , 2008 ( a, b)  

have have developeddeveloped a solar radiation a solar radiation schemescheme whichwhich

calculatescalculates a a tiltedtilted opticaloptical thicknessthickness for for eacheach surfacesurface

pixel pixel thatthat is is thenthen usedused as input to a as input to a oneone--dimensionaldimensional

radiativeradiative transfer transfer codecode. . 

TheyThey concludeconclude::

”” ItIt has has beenbeen shownshown thatthat thethe considerationconsideration ofof threethree

dimensional dimensional radiativeradiative effectseffects cancan have a have a significantsignificant impactimpact

onon thethe formation and formation and developmentdevelopment ofof convectiveconvective cloudsclouds ””..



ModellingModelling ofof a a tiltedtilted solar radiation in HIRLAM solar radiation in HIRLAM 

((ongoingongoing workwork sincesince 2009)2009)

Surface

Position 

of the sun

model grid
Planned new configuration:

Each time step a tilted air column is

determined in the direction of the sun

for computations of surface solar radiation 

’classical’ vertical air column

for model physics computations



SimplifiedSimplified implementationimplementation ofof 3D3D-- cloudcloud
geometrygeometry effectseffects in HIRLAM.  in HIRLAM.  

�� DetermineDetermine an alternative column in the an alternative column in the directiondirection of the of the sunsun basedbased onon
the  the  knowledgeknowledge of  solar of  solar heightheight,  ,  azimuthazimuth angle and the angle and the horizontalhorizontal
plus plus verticalvertical gridgrid spacingspacing. . 

�� The The essentialessential variables (variables (specificspecific humidityhumidity, , cloudcloud waterwater, , cloudcloud iceice, , 
cloudcloud cover and cover and temperaturetemperature) of the new columns ) of the new columns areare passedpassed to the to the 
’’physicsphysics’’ in the normal in the normal wayway as is done for as is done for otherother global arrays. global arrays. 

�� The The valuesvalues of the new arrays of the new arrays shouldshould not not bebe time time steppedstepped oror
rememberedremembered to the to the nextnext time step. time step. 

�� TheThe heatingheating rates rates ofof thethe atmosphereatmosphere ((longwavelongwave and and shortwaveshortwave ) ) 
couldcould in a in a firstfirst implementationimplementation bebe computedcomputed in in verticalvertical columns as columns as 
usualusual. . HoweverHowever thethe 3D 3D cloudcloud geometrygeometry effectseffects areare takentaken intointo
accountaccount withwith regardregard to to incomingincoming surfacesurface radiation. radiation. 



CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS

�� NumericalNumerical modellingmodelling studies show studies show thatthat 3D 3D cloudcloud geometrygeometry
effectseffects onon atmosphericatmospheric heatingheating rates rates cancan bebe significantsignificant bothboth
withwith regardregard to to longwavelongwave and and shortwaveshortwave radiation. radiation. TheThe
effectseffects cancan bebe veryvery significantsignificant for for deepdeep convectiveconvective cloudcloud
fieldsfields whilewhile more more modestmodest effectseffects areare seenseen for for shallowshallow
cumuluscumulus oror stratocumulus.stratocumulus.

�� For For highhigh resolution NWP models (~ resolution NWP models (~ belowbelow 5 km 5 km gridgrid sizesize) ) 
thethe radiativeradiative downwarddownward fluxflux to to thethe groundground cancan becomebecome
seriouslyseriously in in errorerror whenwhen usingusing verticalvertical column column physicsphysics as an as an 
effecteffect ofof cloudcloud geometrygeometry effectseffects. . TheThe errorserrors associatedassociated withwith
solar radiation solar radiation seemseem to to bebe significantlysignificantly largerlarger thanthan for for 
thermalthermal radiation.radiation.



CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS

�� NumericalNumerical studies studies indicateindicate thatthat shadingshading

effectseffects cancan have a have a significantsignificant effecteffect onon thethe

evolution evolution ofof thethe modelmodel’’ss cloudcloud fieldfield

�� TheThe futurefuture willwill revealreveal thethe possiblepossible fruitsfruits ofof

introducingintroducing simplifiedsimplified 3D radiation 3D radiation --effectseffects

in in operationaloperational NWP models. NWP models. 
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